THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE MY KNOWLEDGE

Internationally recognized
INTERDEPENDENSI-COMPETITIVE-TEAM WORK
EX MAJOR GENERAL (RET) ARMY, CEO PALM OIL COMPANY, COMMISIONER OF COAL MING COMPANY.

DR. ED BIMO PRAKOSO, MPA., MSc
WHY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

- Strategic Indonesian Interest in Sustainable Development (Economy-Social and Environment):
  1. Pro Growth
  2. Pro Jobs
  3. Pro Poor
  4. Pro Environment
  5. Pro Resilience
- Concept of “LINK AND MATCH”
- VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IS THE RIGHT SOLUTION
What kind of some skills that more needed in the future?

- Economy
- Transport and logistics
- Tourism and hospitality
- Insurance
- Information Technology

Those 5 skills you can get it from Trisakti Foundation
WHAT TRISAKTI FOUNDATION HAS?

- UNIVERSITY OF TRISAKTI WITH 9 FACULTIES. STUDENT’S POPULATION 30,000 TO 40,000
- WE HAVE 5 VOCATIONAL INSTITUTES
  - INSTITUTE OF ECONOMY (ACCOUNTING AND MANAGEMENT). STUDENT’S POPULATION 5,000
  - INSTITUTE OF TOURISM. STUDENT’S POPULATION 2,500
  - INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT AND LOGISTIC. STUDENT’S POPULATION 5,000
  - INSTITUTE OF INSURANCE. STUDENT POPULATION 1,000
  - INSTITUTE OF MEDIA COMMUNICATION. STUDENT POPULATION 500
Tourism n Hospitality Institute

Hospitality consists of Culinary, Hotel and Restaurant

Entrepreneurship as travel operator and tour leaders

Tourism consist of consultant of tour guide, travel biro, airline company

M.I.C.E. (meeting, incentive, convention n exhibition)
SKILLS ON ECONOMY N TRANSPORT LOGISTIC

- Economic Institute
  Accounting
  Finance
  Marketers
- Transport n logistic Institute
  Expert Transportation management
  Expert Logistation
SKILLS ON INSURANCE INSTITUTE

- Insurance Institute
  - Insurance expert
  - Risk Management Expert
  - Actuary
  - Loss Adjusters
  - Marketing Expert (Broker/Agency)
SKILLS ON MEDIA COMMUNICATION INSITUTE

- Media Communication Institute
  Multi Media Expert
  Graphics Designers
  Animation Designers
  Webb Designers
HOW WE CAN COOPERATE?

- THE WILL TO COOPERATE
- NEED FACILITATOR GOVERNMENT OR PRIVATE SECTOR (BETTER IF WE HAVE)
- HAVING APPROXIMATELY SIMILAR GOALS
- FOCUS AND DEEP UNDERSTANDING AND INTENSIVE COORDINATION {Different background-Cultural-Language-customs}
- POSITIVE THINKING
- BE PATIENT AND CONTINUOUS EVALUATION
THE WILL
P.O.A.C.
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
IMPROVEMENT AND INNOVATION TO REACH THE TARGETS
ADVANTAGES ON COMPARATIVENESS AND AT LAST COMPETITIVENESS
HOW TO GET THERE?

LOYALITAS

INNOVASI

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS

POSITIVE ATTITUDE

INTEGRITAS

COMMITMENT
ATTITUDE
• Can do
• Seeking Knowledge
• Positive
• Let’s solve
• Enthusiastic
• Socially responsible
• Value seeking

BEHAVIOURS
• Develop and challenge
• Assess and Act
• Evidence based arguer
• Collaborative worker
• Be visible
• Emotionally Intelligent

SKILLS
• The flexible Strategist
• The Passionate, Articulate Communicator
• Active and responsive Listener
• Analytical Thinker
• Technical Competence
How is the sequences?

1. COORDINATION ABOUT THE INTEREST OF COLLABORATION AND THE SYLLABUS
2. MOU
3. RECIPROCAL
4. EXCHANGE STUDENTS AND FACULTIES
5. TRANSFER CREDITS
6. DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAMS
7. JOINT RESEARCH
8. SCHOLARSHIPS
TERIMAKASIH DAN SELAMAT BEKERJA